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Re: Sea Breeze Apartment Homes (Agenda Item No. 5: Council File No. 14-0869)

Dear Chair Huizar and Honorable Members of the Planning and Land Use Management
Committee:

We are writing on behalf of our client, A&M Properties, the proponent of the workforce
housing project proposed for the Harbor Gateway area of the City. We respectfully ask that you
recommend approval of Alternative D as set forth in our letter dated February 23, 2015.

This letter responds to a letter the City Clerk received yesterday from Matt and Marni
Ruhland who appear to own property at 23314 Brightwater Place in Harbor City. The Ruhlands'
comments are in italics and our responses follow.

1. The proposed project includes two six-story multiple family buildings in an area that
currently does not have any buildings taller than two or three stories for miles around. Even
set back on the property they will still dominate the surrounding community's skyline.

The Ruhlands' property is located approximately 760 feet south of the project site, a distance
greater than two football fields laid end to end, and separated by Woodbury Drive and
Sepulveda Boulevard.

There is no view of the project site from the north side of the property as shown below.
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The view northwest from the Ruhlands' property, as shown below, contains a drill site across
Woodbury Drive and a several-story cement facility beyond.

The view directly north of the Ruhlands' property is shown below. The project site is located
approximately 350 feet north of Sepulveda Boulevard and beyond the stand of tall trees on
the Mulligan Fun Center property shown on the right side of the photograph. The proposed
project would not be visible from the Ruhlands' property.
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Thus, contrary to the Ruhlands' contention, the proposed project would not "dominate the
community's skyline."

The Draft EIR confirms this and concludes, "[t]he Proposed Project's impacts to the visual
character of the site and surrounding area would be less than significant." (P. IV B-34)
(Aesthetics) Further, "[c]hanges in views of the Proposed Project from adjacent land uses
and roadways would not result in a significant impact, because the project area is already
highly urbanized with a mix of buildings of varying architectural design and height." (P. IV
B-34) (Aesthetics) And lastly, "[t]he Proposed Project would not result in the obstruction of
any public scenic views." (P. IV B-34) (Aesthetics)

2. The EIR states that there is sufficient parking for cars but does not take into account the
work trucks and large vehicles some of the residents will own. The only place for them to
park larger vehicles will be in our housing tract as there is no other street parking in the
area. We already fight a constant battle with people that do not live in our tract storing their
vehicles on our neighborhood streets.

The project will provide approximately 811 parking spaces. This exceeds the 792 parking
spaces required by the Municipal Code.

3. The exit and entrance to the complex is on Sepulveda Boulevard with no traffic lights to be
installed. The vehicles traveling on Sepulveda Boulevard can reach speeds of 50 to 60 miles
per hour at this section of the street. The number of accidents that already occur at
Mulligan's Fun Center (next to the site), Halldale Avenue (across from the site), and
Lockness Avenue are very high. Although the Lockness Avenue and Sepulveda Boulevard
intersection has traffic signals, it still has a tremendous number of accidents. Sepulveda
Boulevard is an east/west street, and visibility during sunrise and sunset is extremely poor
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due to the sun in the drivers' eyes. Also adding to the problem will be an offset intersection
with Halldale Avenue.

Western Avenue is posted for a 35 miles per hour speed limit in the project vicinity.
Normandie Avenue is posted for a 45 miles per hour speed limit in the project vicinity.
Vermont Avenue and Sepulveda Boulevard are posted for a speed limit of 40 miles per hour
in the vicinity of the project site. There is no evidence that vehicles typically exceed the
speed limits to a greater degree than in other parts of the City. The Ruhlands' provided no
accident data so it is speculative whether the accident rate in the vicinity exceeds the City
average. The EIR identifies mitigation measures for increased traffic generated by the
proposed project. The EIR concludes that no significant traffic impacts will result from the
proposed project.

4. The lack of Police protection in our area is already very evident. Our housing tract across
the street from the project may see a patrol car come through once a week, if we are lucky.
Your own EIR states that this project warrants the hiring of three additional Police Officers.

The Revised and Updated Final EIR concludes that laidditional police and fire services
would not be needed as the existing residential and commercial uses in the area are already
adequately served." (Page 57) Accordingly, the Revised FEIR concludes that there would be
a less than significant impact on police services. (Page 69)

5. The left hand turn lane from east bound Sepulveda Blvd. is only long enough to
accommodate one vehicle at a time turning in to the complex.

Based on the photograph below, taken November 2014, the left turn lane can accommodate
several vehicles at one time.
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Thank you very much for your consideration of these matters.

Very truly yours,

Ben J. Hanelin
of LATHAM & WATKINS LLP

cc: Hon. Joseph Buscaino, Councilmember
Ms. Heather Anderson
Ms. Shana Bonstin
Michael Bostrom, Esq.
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Re: Sea Breeze Apartment Homes (Agenda Item No. 5: Council File No. 14-0869)

Dear Chair Huizar and Honorable Members of the Planning and Land Use Management
Committee:

We are writing on behalf of our client, A&M Properties, the proponent of the workforce
housing project proposed for the Harbor Gateway area of the City. We respectfully ask that you
recommend approval of Alternative D as set forth in our letter dated February 23, 2015.

This letter responds to a letter the City Clerk received yesterday from Matt and Marni
Ruhland who appear to own property at 23314 Brightwater Place in Harbor City. The Ruhlands'
comments are in italics and our responses follow.

1. The proposed project includes two six-story multiple family buildings in an area that
currently does not have any buildings taller than two or three stories for miles around. Even
set back on the property they will still dominate the surrounding community's skyline.

The Ruhlands' property is located approximately 760 feet south of the project site, a distance
greater than two football fields laid end to end, and separated by Woodbury Drive and
Sepulveda Boulevard.

There is no view of the project site from the north side of the property as shown below.
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The view northwest from the Ruhlands' property, as shown below, contains a drill site across
Woodbury Drive and a several-story cement facility beyond.

The view directly north of the Ruhlands' property is shown below. The project site is located
approximately 350 feet north of Sepulveda Boulevard and beyond the stand of tall trees on
the Mulligan Fun Center property shown on the right side of the photograph. The proposed
project would not be visible from the Ruhlands' property.
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Thus, contrary to the Ruhlands' contention, the proposed project would not "dominate the
community's skyline."

The Draft EIR confirms this and concludes, "[t]he Proposed Project's impacts to the visual
character of the site and surrounding area would be less than significant." (P. N B-34)
(Aesthetics) Further, "[c]hanges in views of the Proposed Project from adjacent land uses
and roadways would not result in a significant impact, because the project area is already
highly urbanized with a mix of buildings of varying architectural design and height." (P. IV
B-34) (Aesthetics) And lastly, "[t]he Proposed Project would not result in the obstruction of
any public scenic views." (P. IV B-34) (Aesthetics)

2. The EIR states that there is sufficient parking for cars but does not take into account the
work trucks and large vehicles some of the residents will own. The only place for them to
park larger vehicles will be in our housing tract as there is no other street parking in the
area. We already fight a constant battle with people that do not live in our tract storing their
vehicles on our neighborhood streets.

The project will provide approximately 811 parking spaces. This exceeds the 792 parking
spaces required by the Municipal Code.

3. The exit and entrance to the complex is on Sepulveda Boulevard with no traffic lights to be
installed. The vehicles traveling on Sepulveda Boulevard can reach speeds of 50 to 60 miles
per hour at this section of the street. The number of accidents that already occur at
Mulligan's Fun Center (next to the site), Halldale Avenue (across from the site), and
Lockness Avenue are very high. Although the Lockness Avenue and Sepulveda Boulevard
intersection has traffic signals, it still has a tremendous number of accidents. Sepulveda
Boulevard is an east/west street, and visibility during sunrise and sunset is extremely poor
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due to the sun in the drivers' eyes. Also adding to the problem will be an offset intersection
with Halldale Avenue.

Western Avenue is posted for a 35 miles per hour speed limit in the project vicinity.
Normandie Avenue is posted for a 45 miles per hour speed limit in the project vicinity.
Vermont Avenue and Sepulveda Boulevard are posted for a speed limit of 40 miles per hour
in the vicinity of the project site. There is no evidence that vehicles typically exceed the
speed limits to a greater degree than in other parts of the City. The Ruhlands' provided no
accident data so it is speculative whether the accident rate in the vicinity exceeds the City
average. The EIR identifies mitigation measures for increased traffic generated by the
proposed project. The EIR concludes that no significant traffic impacts will result from the
proposed project.

4. The lack of Police protection in our area is already very evident. Our housing tract across
the street from the project may see a patrol car come through once a week, if we are lucky.
Your own EIR states that this project warrants the hiring of three additional Police Officers.

The Revised and Updated Final EIR concludes that "[a]dditional police and fire services
would not be needed as the existing residential and commercial uses in the area are already
adequately served." (Page 57) Accordingly, the Revised FEIR concludes that there would be
a less than significant impact on police services. (Page 69)

5. The left hand turn lane from east bound Sepulveda Blvd. is only long enough to
accommodate one vehicle at a time turning in to the complex.

Based on the photograph below, taken November 2014, the left turn lane can accommodate
several vehicles at one time.
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Thank you very much for your consideration of these matters.

Very truly yours,

Ben J. Hanelin
of LATHAM & WATKINS LLP

cc: Hon. Joseph Buscaino, Councilmember
Ms. Heather Anderson
Ms. Sham Bonstin
Michael Bostrom, Esq.


